Our Readers’ Comments

In the Defence of the Army of Mary

We have been married for 31 years, the mother and father of a family of six beautiful children, members of the Army of Mary for 20 years and very proud to be a part of it.

If we had not been members of this wonderful Work, our marriage would have been on the rocks and our children would have been poorly enlightened, just like all the other couples who are looking for happiness where it is not to be found. The Army of Mary is the beacon in our life, the star guiding us and shedding light amid the difficulties in our family life. It is an interior reform that has changed our hearts.

By striking against the Community of the Lady of All Peoples, you are breaking the beacon that has brought us back to Jesus and Mary. As a couple, it has taught us to adhere firmly to the ten Commandments of God and those of the Church, to encourage our children to become the salt of the earth and the light of the world, as our Holy Father, Pope John Paul II, said. One recognizes a tree by its fruit and this Community is bearing much good fruit. In particular, do not go about cutting and crushing the fruit, for it is like taking away our rays of sunlight.

It is a marvelous Work that everyone should know about, in order to benefit from the graces that flow from it. Families are suffering from so much evil today. It would be to one’s advantage to know this Work by making ourselves little, humble, for then lights make us understand the meaning of life and death.

United in prayer with all the families of the Army of Mary attached to the Lady of All Peoples, that she may continue to gather us together in the Hearts of Jesus and Mary.

Carol and Jacinthe Simard

My Anchor of Salvation

I have noted one single expression which seems to me to announce a great revelation, right from Genesis: “God made man in his image and likeness... Man and woman he created them.”

I find nothing shocking in all the ideas, said to be new, presented by the Army of Mary. I am only filled with wonder over the tenderness and thoughtfulness of God and the Immaculate who come down to us with such consideration.

The only real sad thing is that so many of us pass happiness by without even realizing it.

As for me, if there was a choice to make, it was made. The Work and its foundress are my anchor of salvation to which I remain attached.

Jenny Samper
I Believe in the “Action of God”

Thank you for the April 2005 issue of the paper. “When all will seem hopeless, my Immaculate Heart will triumph,” Mary said at Fatima.

Alas! yes, dear Mother, Sister Lucia is gone, Pope John Paul as well, and you are passing on the torch. What will become of us? However, I retain these words as I say thank-you to you: “Pope John Paul II came to prepare Mary’s triumph. – The Immaculate returns to triumph. – Christ will return to reign.”

I believe in the “action of God”, in the triumph of good over evil, in the New Pentecost of Love announced by so many contemporary prophets.

As I thank you and pray for all the success that is being prepared thanks to the sufferings you accepted, please accept, dear Mother Paul-Marie, the expression of my deepest respect, as well as my friendship for you and for all those who replace you.

Gaby Braquet

It’s Astounding

Dear Marie-Paule,

It’s astounding to read the letter from the Commissioner who begins by praising the Sons of Mary for what they are and for the wonderful work they do...

The Sons of Mary are a fruit of the Work, a fruit that stems from your Life of Love... If the fruit is good, would the tree be less good?

And he goes on in his letter to quote a few sentences from Pope Benedict XVI, taken out of context, to use them to impose his demands on you.... We understand immediately what he is aiming at, that is, to demolish Spiri-Maria, and especially to bring down the Foundress and destroy the Work...

He says he has read a few volumes of Life of Love... and he thinks he is in a position to pass judgment upon the Work and the Foundress. Can one pass a valid judgment on the history of the Redemption after having read only a few parts of the Bible?

If Jesus and the Apostles had complied with the demands of the high priests of the Synagogue, the Church of Christ would never have been founded.

Not one, from among the “high priests” of our time, has had the wisdom to think: “And if this were true??” On the contrary, they are going to use the Great Grace you have just related in the last issue of the paper to condemn you and to accuse you of blasphemy, heresy and so many other things.

I have the feeling that the most difficult times are yet to come. We will have to pray and to pray always in order to remain faithful, remembering that Mary said: “In the end, when all will seem hopeless, my Immaculate Heart will triumph.”

I remain united with you in prayer. With love and gratitude,

May 3, 2005

Charlotte Beaulieu
“Translator” of the Divine Mysteries

I have just read the last issue of the paper on the web site (no. 175, September-October 2005), and I cannot help but thank you! Thank you with all my heart for the joy and the love you deposit in my heart and my soul.

Thank you to Mother Paul-Marie, our good Mother for everything: her total giving, her openness, her fidelity, her charity, her “perpetual” yes, her humility and above all, her Love.

Thank you to Marc who is able to render such beautiful and grand things accessible to us; he makes us love God and the Lady! “You tell us things clearly which Mother Paul-Marie and the others could not say as frankly; thank you, Marc. For me, you are the “translator” of the so very valuable divine mysteries which are presently being revealed. What a grace to live in this time!”

In spite of the tribulations and the deep sufferings from which I never seem to have any respite... in spite of the battles which I always seem to be waging against those stronger than I am... in spite of the fight I seem to be waging in vain, humanly speaking, I rejoice as I read you. I have the impression of fighting my battles on earth, while at the same time, uplifting myself and living on a totally different level.

I am anxious to be able to continue reading. Finally, we are coming to the time so long awaited. Finally!!! Thank you to all of you who permit and who participate in this marvelous mystery of change, of renewal. And to think that I am fortunate enough to be a part of it! I am hanging on to all that the Army of Mary has given me and especially to the Lady, my most excellent Advocate who is already so very present in my human battles, with the hope of remaining faithful. I push myself to the very limit of my personal endurance and I entrust the rest to God and the Lady. I know the battle will be hard. But “the storm causes the oak to send its roots more deeply into the ground”.

Thank you to all of you, kind Mother and collaborators, near and far, for your faithfulness and your love.

Monique Lebeau

– I have just finished reading The Crossing of the Red Sea, Father Denis Thivierge’s last booklet. This book is divinely inspired. How good God is to warn us of future events and to take care of us even if we are not worthy of this. Congratulations, Father Denis.

I also finished reading the paper Le Royaume this week. This paper is increasingly more luminous. I wish to congratulate all those who collaborate in its preparation. It is also wonderful to see all the young people who decided to become members of the branch of the Oblate-Patriots that forms its members through the study of the Church’s social doctrine. Congratulations! It is promising...

Guylaine Lacroix-Boisvert

– Best wishes!... May Mother Mary continue to watch over you. Your devotion is exemplary in a poor Quebec that has strayed so far away from its noble origins. Best wishes to Mother Paul-Marie.

United in prayer,

Father Claude Bureau
– I would like to say a most heartfelt thank-you from the depths of my soul to all those who participate in writing articles for *Le Royaume*. What a consolation when we read that paper, even if we sometimes feel the battle that continues to persist. We know that the Lady of All Peoples will get the victory so long awaited. With love,

Andrée Ginchereau and family

– I am subscribing to the paper *Le Royaume* to cultivate the hope, faith and charity always present in its content. Thank you.

Chantal Savard